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GM Note’s

Run: 2424
Date: 26 July 2018
Bunny: Frozen Pussy
Runsite: Shamrock Beach, watertank
We had 7 guests for Frozen Pussy’s run not including Becky her daughter. Guest
Jennifer brought along Mei Ling and regulars were Moira, Alvin and Bananaman. Take Care our veteran member turned up for a bit of exercise and newcomer Caroline came along to support her friend Anna.
Sai Seng and I had set the run earlier in the day but it was shortened as Sai Seng
got himself hit on the head by a rock. Thank goodness there was no serious injury! The run skirted the hills and in many places we came across rotted tree
trunks but surprisingly the outer bark was still intact whilst the inside was completely gone. This made it appear solid, until you put your foot on it!
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There were also many places with loose rocks which made climbing difficult. It
was in one such place when Sai Seng got stuck on a vine, pulled on a root to extricate himself when a large rock tumbled down and grazed the side of his head
removing his head scarf before rolling onwards merrily down the hillside with
his stapler and cutters!
After crisscrossing the hill we turned upward, climbed to meet up with the
homeward track from where it was all down hill and back to the runsite.
This was Frozen Pussy’s farewell run as she was leaving Penang to return to
Australia the next day. It was good to see the number of members come and support her despite quite a number being out of the country. She joined us 2 years
ago and enjoyed it from day one, come rain or shine and she loved the hills, as do
we all.
The first out was Iceman in 55 minutes and the others trickled in after that. The
last out being Beauty Queen, Silentman and Sudakar about 8.15pm.
The bunny had catered plenty of delicious Indian food (chicken, prawn and vegetable curries with raita, nan bread and rice). It was a feast! Hashers busily tucked
in and came for second and thirds and still there was plenty left.
When all had sated themselves, we had our usual circle.
Many thanks to Frozen Pussy for the evening’s hosting and for wanting to do so
even though it was not her turn! We wish you a great future back home in Australia and we hope to see you again soon when you pay us many visits. We’ll miss
you Anna. Bon Voyage!

Next week we are at Charlie’s Market,
for Hot Lips’ run
Please come and support her

Hareline 2018
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Run
2426
2427
2428
2429
2430
2431
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437

Date
9-08-18
16-08-18
23-08-18
30-08-18
6-09-18
13-09-18
20-09-18
27-09-18
4-10-18
11-10-18
18-10-18
25-10-18

Bunny/Hare
Kim Looi
Marks & Spencer
Inspector Gadget
Woodpecker
Counterfeit
Handyman
Ferrari
Toddy Tan
Sayor
Drippy Dick
Akz Hole
Bibi Tulips

Runsite
Bee Gallery
Air Itam Dam, near Collabarium
TBA
Chinese Temple, Island Glades
Mount Pleasure
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
Youth Park
TBA
Leader Garden

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and
general litter. Thank you.

Circle
1. Welcome the guests, Jennifer, Mei Ling and Caroline.
2. The GM then called out Becky, Frozen Pussy’s daughter, to the ice. Having
been to a couple of runs but not actually done any the GM thought it was a
good idea to give her a hash name to remember us by and for the future, should
she go hashing. Having a mum called Frozen Pussy made most of the male contingent think of another part of a woman’s anatomy and so she was baptised
into the hash as Frozen Tits. She seemed ok with this as well!
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3. The GM then put guest Caroline back on the ice and asked her what she was
doing here and why she had not come to hash before. Caroline stated that she
had seen battle scars on other hash persons and decided it was perhaps too dangerous for her. However, she really enjoyed the run and the challenge and we
hope she will come back again to join us.
4. A charge from the floor by W’Anchor saw Sai Seng on ice. The charge was for
breaking rocks with his head and not feeling any compassion for the poor rock!
5. A second charge saw the GM cool her backside. W’Anchor charged her with
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being an inspirational leader who goes out and sets runs, then comes back in the
evening to meet and greet everyone, as well as conducting the circle and leading
the Club. We all agree!!
6. A final charge from W’Anchor saw Bommy join the GM on ice. Earlier
W’Anchor had spotted Bommy sitting on his chair whilst the GM plonked herself on his lap AND THE CHAIR SURVIVED!!!! Must be a strong chair!!
7. Bunny on ice. Thank you to Frozen Pussy for the evening’s hosting and for
her membership of the Club. We wish her well for the future and look forward
to her running with us again one day (hopefully soon!)
8. The final (almost forgotten) icing was for the birthday babies for July. Only
Mem Sahib was present however but no less of an occasion. Happy Birthday to
all our July babies.
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Pictures of the evening
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6, BC Lim

August
13, Rupiah
7, Mission Imposible

14, Shit in a Pit
18, Bibi Tulips
25, Bommy
31, No Choice

18, Oyster Licker

23, Beauty Queen
26, Snap Cop
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Funnies
A mom shark is teaching her son how to hunt swimmers properly.
“So, first you go and circle them making sure your fin is showing. And then you
go at them full blast and eat them.”
“OK, but why don’t I just go at them full blast and eat them right away?”
“I guess you could, son, but would you really want to eat them with all that shit
in their intestines?”
A stutterer walks in to a doctor’s office and says, “Doc-c-c-tor, my s-s-s-stuttering is a real p-p-pain in the n-n-neck, please help.”
The doctor examines him and finally finds the root of the problem: “Well, Mr
Denby, the thing is, your pecker is too big and takes up too much blood that
would normally go in the brain. We have to operate and take at least a half of it
off.”
A month after the operation the stutterer comes back for a check-up and sighs,
“Doctor, it really helped my stuttering and that is a relief. But my wife is very
unhappy with the situation. Could the amputated bit be sewn back on, please?”
Doctor: “Sorry, but n-n-n-n-no.
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By Hardy Boy

Welcome to the Hash House Harriers 1938 ‐ Mother Hash
80th Anniversary Celebrations, 14th ‐ 16th September 2018
We in Mother Hash have the honour and pleasure to host this event for all hashers around the world to celebrate
the 80th Anniversary of our founding in 1938. Ever since then, members of various chapters have spread out and
spawned all of our chapters. The humble beginnings of a group of 9 hashers led by A. S. Gispert, has resulted in our
large network of nearly 4000 chapters all around the world.
We are a unique community. Though we are individual chapters, but yet we are bonded by a common interest to
have a good non‐competitive run and socialise afterwards. We have many variations in all parts of the world but we
all maintain the core traditions.
So let us all get together for this momentous celebration and make it an event to remember.
The celebrations are over a period of three days with many runs and activities to cater for all. Please watch our
website for regular updates.
LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU ALL!!
‐ 80th Anniversary Committee

Where will the 80th anniversary be held?
At the The Merdeka Stadium (Independence Stadium) Kuala Lumpur, which is the federal capital and
most populous city in Malaysia. For those who were here for Interhash 1998 & the 60th anniversary, it is the very
same Venue. See Venue link. The city covers an area of 243 km2 (94 sq mi) and has an estimated population of 1.6
million as of 2010. Greater Kuala Lumpur, also known as the Klang Valley, is an urban agglomeration of 6.9 million
as of 2010. It is among the fastest growing metropolitan regions in the country, in terms of population and economy.
Like us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/motherhash

THE EVENT
Motherhash's 80th Super Tentative Schedule and Event Details

07th ‐ 13th Sept 2018
Pre Rambles ‐ Please refer to Pre & Post Rambles Page
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If you want more information contact me.
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

